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Abstract The current practice in multiagent systems typically associates the environment
with resources that are external to agents and their communication infrastructure. Advanced
uses of the environment include infrastructures for indirect coordination, such as digital
pheromones, or support for governed interaction in electronic institutions. Yet, in general,
the notion of environment is not well defined. Functionalities of the environment are often
dealt with implicitly or in an ad hoc manner. This is not only poor engineering practice, it
also hinders engineers to exploit the full potential of the environment in multiagent systems.
In this paper, we put forward the environment as an explicit part of multiagent systems. We
give a definition stating that the environment in a multiagent system is a first-class abstraction
with dual roles: (1) the environment provides the surrounding conditions for agents to exist,
which implies that the environment is an essential part of every multiagent system, and (2)
the environment provides an exploitable design abstraction for building multiagent system
applications. We discuss the responsibilities of such an environment in multiagent systems
and we present a reference model for the environment that can serve as a basis for environment engineering. To illustrate the power of the environment as a design abstraction, we
show how the environment is successfully exploited in a real world application. Considering
the environment as a first-class abstraction in multiagent systems opens up new horizons for
research and development in multiagent systems.
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1 Introduction
All non-agent elements of a multiagent system (MAS) are typically considered to be part of
the MAS environment. Such elements can include databases, Web services, communication
infrastructures, and the topology of a spatial domain. Additionally, several classes of MAS
use the environment as a means for agents to share information and coordinate their behavior. Examples of this include infrastructures that employ indirect coordination using digital
pheromones and support governed interaction in electronic institutions.
Yet, while the notion of environment is understood to some degree in the MAS community, it is not well defined. Researchers and engineers associate the environment with an
amalgam of resources, services, infrastructure, and so on. For the most part, the environment
is an implicit part of MAS that is often dealt with in an ad hoc way. Since the environment
accounts for a variety of responsibilities in MAS, we claim that the environment should be
considered as an explicit part of MAS. This both results in better engineering practice and
opens perspectives to exploit the environment in the design of MAS.
In this paper, we contend that the environment is an explicit part of MAS. We present
a definition of the environment stating that the environment is a first-class abstraction in
MAS with a dual role that provides: (1) the surrounding conditions for agents to exist (which
implies that the environment is an essential part of every MAS), and (2) an exploitable
design abstraction to build MAS applications. As such, the environment becomes a building
block for MAS that engineers can use creatively in the design of a MAS. Distinguishing
clearly between the responsibilities of agent and environment both supports separation of
concerns in MAS and helps to manage the huge complexity of engineering real-world applications.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we give an overview of the role of the
environment in MAS. From this overview, we derive three levels of support that can be
provided by the environment in MAS. Section 3 introduces the definition of the environment and discusses important responsibilities of the environment in MAS. We describe a
reference model for the environment that provides a common frame to discuss environment issues and serves as a basis for environment engineering. Section 4 illustrates how the
environment is successfully exploited as a design abstraction in a real-world application.
Finally, we draw conclusions and look at challenges for future research on environments in
Sect. 5.

2 Role of the environment in MAS: An overview
In this section, we discuss the evolution of the role of environment in MAS and identify three
levels of support that can be provided by the environment in MAS.
2.1 Evolution of the role of the environment in agent systems
Different perspectives exist on the roles which the environment plays in agent systems. We
examine these different perspectives within two separate contexts: situated agent systems
and cognitive agent systems.
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2.1.1 Role of the environment in situated agent systems
With situated agent systems, we refer to the class of systems in which agents perform situated
actions. The term situated actions emphasizes the interrelationship between an action and
its context of performance. The term was first introduced by L. Suchman in [72] and later
generally adopted in agent systems, see e.g. [5, 26, 39, 81, 90].
The environment as the “external world”. Researchers and developers of situated agent
systems have always devoted pertinent attention to the role of environment. Historically, situated agency originates from reactive robotics that emerged in the mid-1980s as an approach to
build autonomous robots that could act efficiently in dynamic environments. The first generation of agent architectures coupled perception directly to action, enabling real-time reaction
in the environment, see e.g. [10, 64]. Later, behavior-based architectures were developed that
support runtime arbitration between parallel executing behaviors, allowing the agents to act
efficiently in more complex environments. Classic examples of this are [2, 63, 39]. The initial
reactive agent systems stressed the importance of environmental dynamics. The environment
was considered as external to the system, i.e., the environment was not an explicit part of the
models or architectures.
Since the time reactive agent research began, there has been an ongoing discussion about
the exploitation of internal world models in agent architectures. Brooks argues against the
need for any kind of world model at all [10]. Steels [71], however, states that “autonomous
agents without an internal model of the environment will always be severely limited.” Arkin
[3] argues that “despite the assumptions of early work in reactive control, representational
knowledge is important for robot navigation.” Architectures for hybrid agents [40] integrate
cognition (reasoning over internal representations of the world and planning) with reactivity (real-time reaction to stimuli) aiming to combine the advantages of planning and quick
responsiveness. Today, hybrid architectures are a common approach in the robotics domain
[4].
The environment as a medium for coordination. Since the early 1990s, researchers of
situated agency have been investigating systems in which multiple agents work together to
realize the system’s functionality. In these systems, the agents exploit the environment to
share information and coordinate their behavior. In its basic form, agents are driven by what
they perceive in the environment. Each agent follows a set of simple behavioral rules, resulting in a collective reactive behavior, see e.g. [44, 61]. In such systems, the aggregate behavior
of the MAS emerges from the local behavior of agents. For example, Zeghal and Ferber [93]
use vector fields to control the landing and movements of a large group of aircrafts in a
simulation. In this approach, each agent is guided by a potential field that it constructs based
on attracting and repulsing forces which result from goals and obstacles, respectively.
In stigmergic agent systems, the environment serves as a medium for coordination. Stigmergic agents coordinate their behavior through the manipulation of marks in the environment
in a similar way as social ants coordinate [32]. The environment is an active entity that maintains processes independent of the activity of the agents [56]. A classic example of stigmergic
coordination are digital pheromones [9, 11, 57] which software agents use to coordinate their
behavior. A digital pheromone is a dynamic structure in the environment that aggregates with
additional pheromone that is dropped, diffuses into space, and evaporates over time. Agents
can use pheromones to dynamically form paths to locations of interest. Digital pheromones
combine reinforcement of interesting information (by the agents) with decay of information over time (truth maintenance by the environment). Another well-established approach
of stigmergic coordination is using computational fields [19, 42, 80]. In this approach, the
movements of agents are driven by abstract force fields that are spread in the environment (by
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agents or the environment itself). Agents coordinate their behavior by following the shape of
the fields. Environment dynamics and movements of the agents induce changes in the surface
of the fields, realizing a feedback cycle that influences the agents’ movement. This feedback
cycle enables the system (agents and environment) to self-organize.
While in collective reactive behavior, the environment provides the context that drives
the agents; in stigmergic agent systems, however, the environment is an active medium that
enables and constrains the interaction among agents.
Environment architecture. Since the mid-1990s, a family of MAS that is known as
situated multiagent systems has been the subject of active research. Situated MAS emphasize
the importance of architecture for agents and the environment, see e.g., [5, 26, 81]. Advanced
types of situated agents support social behavior enabling them to set up explicit collaborations
[88, 70]. The environment architecture in situated MAS includes: functionality for perception
management, message delivering, action handling, and maintenance processes that manage
state in the environment independently of agents. Agent interactions in the environment are
subject to laws. Laws can represent domain-specific constraints, for example bandwidth limitations of the network. However, laws can also be used as a design instrument to impose
rules in the MAS, for instance an interaction law may impose a policy on the access of a
shared resource. In situated MAS, the environment is an explicit architectural abstraction
with specific responsibilities that differ from agent responsibilities.
2.1.2 Perspective on the environment in cognitive agent systems
The role of the environment in cognitive agency is mainly concerned with the agent’s cognitive model of the environment, the agent’s action over the environment, and the practical
reasoning over these actions. From the point of view of an individual agent, it is common
to consider everything outside the agent—including the other agents—as the environment.
Cognitive agents typically have subjective dependencies which refer to intra-agent dependencies towards other agents [68, 52]. The management of these subjective dependencies refers
to subjective coordination, such as negotiation techniques. Yet, cognitive MAS are also built
by objective dependencies which refer to inter-agent dependencies, i.e., the configuration of
the system in terms of the basic means for interaction, organization of spaces, etc. The management of these dependencies refers to objective coordination, because they are external to
the agents. Objective coordination is essentially concerned with the environment.
Here we consider five different perspectives on the role of the environment in cognitive
agent systems: (1) the environment as a container and a means for communication, (2) the
environment as an organizational layer, (3) the environment as a coordination infrastructure for cognitive agents, (4) Markovian environments, and finally (5) task environments.
Successively, we touch upon each of these perspectives.
Environment as a container and a means for communication. The majority of researchers
on cognitive agent systems consider the environment as a means for agent communication
(i.e., message exchange) and a container for agents and resources. According to Huhns and
Stephens [35], MAS environments provide an infrastructure specifying communication and
interaction protocols and a container for agents that may be self-interested or cooperative.
The key building block of an environment in the FIPA reference model [27] is the agent platform that consists of: (1) a directory facilitator acting as a yellow pages service for the agents
to advertise and discover services, (2) an agent management system that enables agents to
register on the platform and to locate one another (i.e., a white pages service) and that controls resource usage, and (3) a message transport system, i.e., a communication service for
local and inter-platform message exchange. Jade (1999) is a FIPA compliant Java platform
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that is widely used in academics and industrial projects. The Jade platform provides a layer
that shields agents from the complexity of the underlying execution system. Jade includes a
distributed naming service, a yellow pages service, and a distributed message transfer system.
Environment as an organizational layer. Several researchers associate the environment
with organizational concepts in MAS, such as organizations, groups, roles. Examples are
[18, 30, 36, 49, 51, 92]. From an organizational perspective, a MAS can naturally be considered and designed as a computational organization [91] that defines a framework for agent
activities. That is, the organization imposes a set of constraints on the behavior of agents, and
offers a set of facilities and services that agents may use. Ferber et al. [24] make a distinction between agent-centered MAS and organization-centered MAS. In organization-centered
MAS, the organization acts as (1) a “dynamic framework” where agents may enter and leave
organizations at will, and (2) an environment for resources, services, communications and
tasks, through the concepts of both groups and roles. In [25], Ferber et al. consider an organization as a special kind of environmental zone, called an area. Actions are associated with
organizations, i.e., communicating, entering a group or leaving it, playing a role, and creating
a group.
Environment as a coordination infrastructure for cognitive agents. Coordination infrastructures for cognitive agents are investigated for a long time. Classical blackboard systems
were the first type of mediated interaction models proposed by AI researchers [16, 21]. A
blackboard is an intermediary data repository that enables cooperating software modules to
communicate indirectly and anonymously. In contrast to blackboard systems, tuple-based
technologies use associative access to a shared dataspace for communication and synchronization purposes. Tuplespaces were first introduced in Linda [31]. Agents in Linda communicate by putting tuples in, and removing them from a shared space, i.e., the tuplespace.
Throughout the years, variants for distributed computing appeared, such as Sun’s JavaSpaces
[28], TuCSoN [55], MARS [12], and LIME [46].
Software infrastructures [53] provide reusable solutions for coordination of cognitive
agents. Software infrastructures rule MAS by defining the laws that govern the observable
behavior of agents and their mutual interaction, and providing MAS engineers with the
abstractions to encapsulate them. Infrastructure laws may be implicit for agents, such as laws
that determine the number of agents that can enter a MAS and participate in its activity. Laws
may also be explicit and regulate the interactions in agent societies via rules and norms.
Coordination artifacts [54] generalize over different coordination models and languages.
They embody and enact the laws of MAS coordination and can be used by engineers to
rule MAS behavior and drive the system towards the achievement of its global goals. The
behavior of coordination artifacts can be adapted at runtime, cognitive agents can act over
the artifacts to affect and suitably change the MAS behavior [62]. This latter reflective usage
of coordination artifacts provides a potential means for self-organizing MAS. Recently, the
work on coordination artifacts has been generalized towards artifacts. Artifacts encapsulate
the environment responsibilities to support individual and social activities within a MAS
organization [78].
Research on computational institutions such as electronic institutions [48], logic-based
institutions [77], or normative MAS [8, 13] has developed a specific line of regulating infrastructures. Computational institutions allow MAS engineers to superimpose laws and norms
to MAS agents. Norms can be enacted in prescriptive way (only admissible behaviors are
possible), or unruly behaviors can be simply detected and sanctioned by the infrastructure.
In computational institutions, the laws and norms governing the activities of agents in the
structured environment can either be made explicitly available for agent reasoning, or be
induced by agent interpretation, as in [8].
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Markovian environments. Markov decision processes (MDP) are a popular approach to
model and solve computational problems. An MDP model consists of four components:
a set of states, a set of actions, the effects of the actions, and the immediate rewards of
the actions. There are a number of algorithms that can automatically solve the decision
problem of an MDP. A partially observable MDP (POMDP) adds partial observability to
an MDP, which is a property of many problem domains. Partially observable Markovian
environments are defined as a tuple S, so , A, T, O,  [37]. S is the set of all possible environment states and so is the initial state. A is the set of all possible actions applicable in
the environment and T is the probabilistic transition function that specifies how each of
the actions change the state of the environment. O is the set of observations, and  is the
probabilistic observation function that describes the probability that an observer will observe
that the environment has moved from one state to another under a particular action. The
work of Nair and Tambe [47] on team formation is one interesting example that uses POMDP.
Task environments. A task environment defines both the characteristics of the environment in which the agents must operate, together with a set of tasks that the agent must carry
out in the environment [90]. The most common types of tasks are achievement tasks that
are of the form “achieve a state of affairs,” and maintenance tasks of the form “maintain a
state of affairs.” An achievement task is specified by a number of goal states. The agent is
required to bring about one of these goal states. An example of a simple achievement task
environment is the blocks world. A maintenance task environment is a task environment
in which an agent is required to keep (or avoid) some state of affairs. A simple example
is a software agent whose task it is to maintain the set of available services in a particular
context. Complex tasks can be specified by combinations of achievement and maintenance
tasks.
A well-known model for task environments is the TAEMS framework (Task Analysis,
Environment Modelling, and Simulation), developed by Decker and Lesser. TAEMS can be
used to specify, reason about, analyze, and simulate task environments. TAEMS is claimed
to be independent of the agent architecture and the modelled domain [34].
2.2 Levels of support provided by the environment
From the various roles of the environment in MAS discussed in the previous section, we now
derive three levels of support that can be provided by the environment.
• Basic level. At the basic level, the environment enables agents to access the deployment
context. With the deployment context, we refer to the given hardware and software and
external resources with which the MAS interacts (sensors and actuators, a printer, a network, a database, a Web service, etc.). Providing access to the deployment context to
agents is an essential functionality of the environment in agent systems.
• Abstraction level. The abstraction level bridges the conceptual gap between the agent
abstraction and low-level details of the deployment context. The abstraction level shields
low-level details of the deployment context and possible other resources in the system to
the agents. An abstraction level of the environment is common in agent systems and is
supported in most agent platforms.
• Interaction-mediation level. The interaction-mediation level offers support to: (1) regulate the access to shared resources, and (2) mediate interaction between agents. With
an interaction-mediation level, the environment becomes an active entity in the MAS.
Support for interaction mediation enables agents to exploit the environment to coordinate
their behavior.
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The three levels of support represent different degrees of functionality provided by the
environment that agents can use to achieve their goals. An interesting additional level of
support could be a “reflective level” that provides a reflective interface to the functionality
supported by the environment. Such reflective interface enables cognitive agents to modify
the functional behavior of the environment. The work on artifacts is a promising approach
that proposes support at the reflective level as a means for self-organizing MAS [62].
In the following three subsections, we illustrate each level of support provided by the environment with examples. We start with a “naked” environment in which agents directly access
the deployment context. Subsequently we add an abstraction level and interaction-mediation
level.
2.2.1 Basic level: Direct access to the deployment context
The environment as the deployment context represents the most elementary perspective on
the environment in an agent system. Figure 1 depicts example scenarios in which agents
directly access the deployment context.
In the example, the agent on the left side inserts two values into a table of a database. The
agent in the middle opens a socket on a particular port number to contact another agent. The
two agents on the right side access a shared printer. From these examples it becomes clear
that direct access to the deployment context compels agents to deal with low-level details
of the network, resources, and so on. Especially in dynamic and unpredictable deployment
contexts such as ad hoc networks the agents tasks become arduous.
2.2.2 An abstraction level
The environment can provide agents with an abstraction level that shields low-level details
of the deployment context—as well as other resources in the system. This perspective on the
environment is common in agent systems, examples are Jade [7], FIPA platform [27], and
Retsina [73]. Figure 2 depicts example scenarios of an environment containing an abstraction
layer.
Agents now access abstractions of the resources they are interested in. The Agenda repository allows agents to interact with the database at a higher level of abstraction. In the example,
the agent adds an appointment in the agenda. The abstraction level takes the burden of transforming the agents commands into SQL instructions to interact with the actual database.
The network abstraction in the middle of Fig. 2 provides a communication infrastructure to

Fig. 1 Agents directly access the deployment context
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Fig. 2 Abstraction level that shields agents from the details of the deployment context

agents to send and receive messages using agent names instead of sockets with ports or IP
numbers, etc. In a similar manner, the Print Service provides an abstraction of the printer
that allows agents to instruct the service to print a document instead of sending streams of
bytes to the output port, etc. Some other examples of functionality that can be supported by
the abstraction level are mobility or fusion of sensor data.
In summary, the abstraction level provides an appropriate interface to the agents, shielding
low-level details of the network, legacy systems, etc. In dynamic or unpredictable deployment
contexts such as ad hoc networks, the abstraction level—typically supported by appropriate middleware—can shield the complexity of the deployment context (mobility, nodes that
come and go, etc.) from the agents.
2.2.3 Interaction-mediation level
In addition to the abstraction level, an environment can provide an interaction-mediation
level to support mediated interaction in the environment. Figure 3 depicts example scenarios
of interaction mediation.
The agent in the middle of the figure interacts with a pheromone infrastructure that is
deployed on top of the network topology. The agents on the right side participate in an
electronic institution. One agent aims to enter a scene (i.e., an agent group meeting in the
institution), the other agent is setting the price for a particular good. The normative system of
the electronic market ensures that agents’ interactions conform to the shared conventions of
the electronic institution. Agents that violate the norms of the institution will be sanctioned,
which in turn will affect their future acting possibilities. For some resources, the interaction-mediation layer will be transparent (in the example, this is the case for the Agenda
abstraction).
Examples of infrastructures for mediated interaction are coordination infrastructures [55],
infrastructures for digital pheromones [11], law-governed interaction [45], computational
fields [41, 43], infrastructures for electronic institutions [22], or tag-based coordination and
reputation mechanisms [15, 33, 59].
With an interaction-mediation level, the environment becomes an active entity in the
system. The environment regulates particular activity in the system. Typically, the environment assigns activities to resources independent of agent activities such as:digital pheromone
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Fig. 3 The environment mediates the interaction with resources and among agents

aggregation, diffusion, and evaporation, computation field maintenance in a mobile network,
or normative state maintenance in an electronic institution.

3 Defining environment as a first-class abstraction in MAS
In the previous section, we gave an overview of the environment’s role in MAS. Current
practice in MAS considers the environment essentially as “infrastructure” for agents. This
perspective on the environment, however, does not exploit the full potential of the environment in MAS.
An infrastructure typically accounts for a specific set of responsibilities in the system.
This hampers flexible assignment of responsibilities among agents and the environment.
For a particular application, all responsibilities that are not managed by the infrastructure
remain to be addressed by the agents, often leading to agents that are more complex than
necessary. Moreover, infrastructures are typically confined to a particular kind of approach
(pheromones, fields, norms, etc.). However, a solution may benefit from integrating different
kinds of approaches according to the requirements of the system at hand. MAS infrastructures are usually not developed with this kind of integration in mind. Finally, infrastructures
typically focus on one set of responsibilities in the system. Communication infrastructures
provide support for messages transfer, pheromone infrastructures provide support for a indirect coordination with digital pheromones, and so on. The remaining functionalities of the
environment often remain implicit or are dealt with in an ad hoc manner—or even worse,
agents are used to provide functionalities and services that are not appropriate for them.
In this section, we put forward the notion of environment as a first-class design abstraction
in MAS. In other words, the environment is a building block that is considered explicitly and
can be exploited creatively when building MAS applications. First, we give a definition of
the environment. Second, we explain important responsibilities that can be assigned to the
MAS environment. Last, we introduce a reference model for the environment. This reference
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model provides a common frame to discuss environment issues and it can serve as a basis
for environment engineering.
3.1 Definition of environment
Before providing our definition of environment, a short overview of previous definitions
described in literature is presented.
3.1.1 Environment definitions in literature
MAS literature gives several definitions of the environment in MAS. We give a number of
representative examples.
Russell and Norvig [65] define a “generic environment program.” This simple program
gives the agents percepts and receives back their actions. The program then updates the state
of the environment based on the actions of the agents and possibly other dynamic processes
in the environment that are not considered to be agents. Russell and Norvig’s environment
program illustrates the basic relationship between agents and their environment.
Rao et al. [60] specify characteristics of the environment for a broad class of agent system
application domains: (1) at any instant in time there are potentially many different ways in
which the environment can evolve; (2) at any instant in time there are potentially many different actions possible; (3) different objectives may not be simultaneously achievable; (4) the
actions that best achieve the various objectives are dependent on the state of the environment
(context); (5) the environment can only be sensed locally; (6) the rate at which computations
and actions can be carried out is within reasonable bounds to the rate at which the environment evolves. Rao and his colleagues describe the typical characteristics of the external
world in which agent systems are deployed and with which the agent systems interact.
Parunak [56] defines an environment as a tuple State, Process. State is a set of values that
completely define the environment, including the agents and objects within the environment.
Process indicates that the environment itself is an active entity. It has its own process that can
change its state, independently of the actions of the embedded agents. The primary purpose
of Process is to implement dynamism in the environment, such as maintenance processes of
digital pheromones. Parunak’s definition of environment underlines the active nature of the
environment.
Ferber [23] defines an environment as “a space E, which generally has a volume.” Objects,
including agents, are situated in E. That is, at a given moment, any object has a position in E.
Objects are related to one another and agents are able to perceive objects and to manipulate
(passive) objects in E. Agents’ actions are subject to the “laws of the universe” that determine the effects of the actions in the environment. Ferber’s definition underlines the container
function of the environment and emphasizes the separation of agent actions (as attempts to
modify the course of events in the environment) from the reaction to those actions in the
environment (i.e., the outcome of the actions).
Demazeau [17] considers four essential building blocks for agent systems: agents (i.e.,
the processing entities), interactions (i.e., the elements for structuring internal interactions
between entities), organizations (i.e., elements for structuring sets of entities within the MAS),
and finally the environment that is defined as “the domain-dependent elements for structuring
external interactions between entities.” The environment in Demazeau’s perspective emphasizes the structuring qualities of the elements external to the agent system.
Odell et al. [50] define an environment as follows: “The environment provides the conditions under which an entity (agent or object) exists”. The authors distinguish between the
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physical environment and the communication environment. The physical environment provides the laws, rules, constraints, and policies that govern and support the physical existence
of agents and objects. The communication environment provides (1) the principles and processes that govern and support the exchange of ideas, knowledge and information, and (2)
the functions and structures that are commonly employed to exchange communication, such
as roles, groups, and the interaction protocols between roles and groups. Odell’s definition of
environment underlines the different structures of the environment (physical, communicative,
social) and the mediating nature of the environment.
3.1.2 Our definition
Based on insights that we have derived from recent research on environments in MAS, we
introduce the following definition of the environment1 :
The environment is a first-class abstraction that provides the surrounding conditions
for agents to exist and that mediates both the interaction among agents and the access
to resources.
First of all, this definition states that the environment is a first-class abstraction. This stresses
the fact that the environment is an independent building block in the MAS that encapsulates
its own clear-cut responsibilities, irrespective of the agents. Second, the environment provides the surrounding conditions for agents to exist. This implies that the environment is an
essential part of every MAS. The environment is the part of the world with which the agents
interact, in which the effects of the agents will be observed and evaluated. Moreover, on their
own, agents are just individual loci of control. To build a useful system out of individual
agents, agents must be able to interact. The environment provides the glue that connects
agents into a working system. Third, the environment mediates both the interaction among
agents and the access to resources. This states that the environment can be an active entity
with specific responsibilities in the MAS. The environment provides a medium for sharing
information and mediating coordination among agents. As a mediator, the environment not
only enables interaction, it also constrains it. As such, the environment provides a design
space that can be exploited by the designer. Distinguishing between agent and environment
responsibilities supports separation of concerns in MAS, and helps to manage the huge complexity of engineering complex real-world MAS applications. Experiences with designing
concrete environments in a particular domain will yield reusable mechanisms and patterns
that will further help to manage complexity.
3.2 Responsibilities of the environment
Building upon [85], we now discuss a number of core responsibilities that can be assigned to
the environment. For each responsibility, we briefly touch upon the level of support provided
by the environment (as discussed in Sect. 2.2).
The environment structures the multiagent system. The environment is first of all a shared
“space” for the agents, resources, and services which structures the whole system. Here,
resources have a specific state that can be manipulated by agents, and services are considered as reactive entities that provide functionality to the agents. The agents—as well as
resources and services—are dynamically interrelated to each other. It is the environment’s
1 This definition integrates and refines preliminary versions that were discussed at E4MAS (2005a, b) and

the AL3-TF (2005).
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role to define the rules to which these relationships must comply. As such, the environment
acts as a structuring entity for the MAS. In general, different forms of structuring can be
distinguished:
•
•
•

Physical structure refers to spatial structure, topology, and possibly distribution, see e.g.,
[5, 11].
Communication structure refers to infrastructure for message transfer [7, 73], infrastructure for stigmergy [11, 42], or support for implicit communication [58, 74].
Social structure refers to the organizational structure of the environment in terms of roles,
groups, societies, etc., see e.g. [25, 50, 51, 76, 91].

Structuring is a fundamental functionality of the environment. Structures may be constrained by the domain at hand, or they may be carefully considered as design choices.
Physical and communication structures are part of the deployment context and should be
supported by an appropriate level of abstraction. Social structure is typically supported at the
interaction-mediation level.
The environment embeds resources and services. An important functionality of the environment is to embed resources and services. Resources and services are typically situated in a
physical structure. The environment should provide support at the abstraction level shielding
low-level details of resources and services to the agents.
The environment can maintain dynamics. Besides the activity of the agents, the environment can have processes of its own, independent of agents. A typical example of dynamics
in the environment is the evaporation, aggregation, and diffusion of digital pheromones.
Another example of an environmental activity is a self-managing field in a network. When
the topology of the physical network changes, the environment maintains the consistency of
its field. The environment may also provide support for maintaining agent-related state, for
example, the normative state of an electronic institution or tags for reputation mechanisms.
Such dynamics are an important functionality of the environment.
Depending on the nature of the dynamics, their maintenance can be supported at the
abstraction level (e.g., maintenance of fused sensor data) or at the interaction-mediation
level (e.g., maintenance of coordination infrastructures).
The environment is locally observable to agents. Contrary to agents, the environment must
be observable. Agents should be able to inspect the different structures of the environment,
as well as the resources, services, and possibly external state of other agents. Observation of
a structure is typically limited to the current context (spatial context, communication context,
and social context) in which the agent finds itself. In general, agents should be able to inspect
the environment according to their current tasks. Weyns et al. [89] discuss an example of
selective perception where “foci” are proposed to enable agents to perceive their environment
selectively, according to their current tasks.
Related to observability is the semantic description of the domain, which can be defined by
an environment ontology, see e.g. [14]. The ontology must cover the different structures of the
environment as well as the observable characteristics of resources, services and agents, and
possibly the regulating laws. For symbolically oriented agents, an explicit ontology should
be available to the agents so that they can interpret their environment and reason about it.
For non-reasoning agents, the designer/developer applies the ontology to encode the agent’s
internal structures. As such, these kinds of agents have an implicit ontology that enables them
to make decisions and to interact.
Agents should be able to observe the environment at the appropriate level of abstraction.
Support for observability of the social context is situated at the interaction-mediation level.
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The environment is locally accessible to agents. Agents must be able to access the different
structures of the environment, as well as its resources, services, and possibly external state
of other agents.
As for observability, accessing a structure is limited to the current context in which the
agent finds itself. Access to spatial structure refers to support for metrics, mobility, and
so on. Access to communication infrastructure refers to support for direct communication
(message transfer), support for indirect communication (marks, fields, etc.), or support for
implicit communication (over-hearing, over-sensing, etc.). Access to social structures refers
to the ability to interact with social units, such as organizations, group membership, and other
normative social structures.
In general, resources can be perceived, modified, generated, or consumed by agents. Services on the other hand provide functionality to the agents on their request. The extent to
which agents are able to access a particular resource or service may depend on several factors
such as the nature of the resource or service, the capabilities of the agent, and the (current)
interrelationships with other resources, services, or agents.
Similar to observability, agents should be able to access the environment at the right level
of abstraction. Support for access of the social context is situated at the interaction-mediation
level.
The environment can define rules for the multiagent system. The environment can define
different types of rules on all entities in the MAS. Rules may refer to constraints imposed
by the domain at hand (e.g., mobility in a network), or to laws imposed by the designer
(e.g., limitation of access to neighboring nodes in a network for reasons of performance).
Rules may restrict the access of specific resources or services to particular types of agents,
or determine the outcome of agent interactions. By imposing rules on an agent’s activity, the
environment acts as an arbitrator that attempts to preserve the agent system in a consistent
state according to the properties and requirements of the application domain.
In electronic institutions [48], agents interact through agent group meetings that are called
scenes. Interactions in a scene follow a well-defined communication protocol. Scenes can be
composed in a performative structure. The specification of a performative structure contains
a description of how the different roles can legally move from scene to scene. Agents within
a performative structure may participate in different scenes at the same time with different
roles. Agent actions in the context of an institution may have consequences that either limit or
enlarge its subsequent acting possibilities. Such consequences will impose obligations to the
agents and affect its possible paths within the performative structure. The environment can
define and enforce the rules imposed on the interactions of agents in an electronic institution.
Rules in the environment govern the shared access to resources by agents, as well as the
constraints on the interaction among agents. As such, the support for rules is situated at the
interaction-mediation level.
3.3 Reference model for the environment
We now introduce a reference model for the environment. In particular, it describes a functional decomposition of the application environment. By the term application environment,
we refer to the part of the environment that has to be designed for the application at hand,
i.e., the functionality supported at both the abstraction and interaction-mediation levels as
described in Sect. 2.2. Figure 4 provides an overview of the reference model.
At the top, the application environment is accessed by the agents. The agents are the
domain-specific entities that autonomously make decisions and act in the environment. At
the bottom, the application environment interfaces with the deployment context.
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Fig. 4 A reference model for the environment in MAS

The reference model consists of a set of modules that represent core functionalities of the
environment and the flows between these modules. Inevitably, the decomposition is biased
by our own interpretation of the “essential functions” of an environment. However, we have
kept the model fairly general that we believe fits well with most models and interpretations
of environment considered in literature.
The proposed model covers those environmental responsibilities discussed in the previous
section. The decomposition is primarily driven by the way agents interact with the environment. An agent can sense the environment to obtain a percept (i.e., a representation of its
vicinity), an agent can perform an action in the environment (i.e., attempt to modify the state
of affairs in the environment), and it can exchange messages with other agents. Whereas
action is concerned with direct manipulation of the state of affairs in the environment, communication is not. Communicative interaction occurs in a sequential manner and concerns the
coordination of actions among agents. Communicative interaction enables agents to resolve
conflicts, request each other for services, establish a future cooperation, and so on. Employing
perception, action, and communication as distinct ways to access the environment is shared
by many researchers in the community, see e.g. [23, 50, 91]. In the next section, we examine
the reference model modules in more detail.
3.3.1 Modules of the reference model
State. The State module represents the actual state of the application environment. The
environment’s state typically includes an abstraction of the deployment context—possibly
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extended with other states related to the MAS environment. Examples of deployment context-related state include abstract representations of the network topologies, or maps of a
physical environment. Other examples can include infrastructure representations of digital
pheromones that are deployed on top of a network or social structures such as an electronic
institution. The environment’s state may also include agent-specific data, such as tags of
normative state associated with the agents. The State module exposes a number of interfaces
that enable other modules to read and modify the state of the environment.
Synchronization & Data Processing. The Synchronization & Data Processing module
monitors domain-specific parts of the deployment context and keeps the corresponding representation in the State module up to date. Rather than providing only a reflection of the
monitored state of recourses in the deployment context, the synchronization module can
provide additional functions to accommodate the sensors used in real-world applications.
Functions might include sorting of data, sensor calibration, data correction, or data interpolation. An example of functionality provided by the Synchronization & Data Processing
module is a dynamic network where changes are reflected in a network abstraction maintained
in the state of the environment.
Dynamics. The Dynamics module manages the environmental dynamics that occur independently of the agents or the deployment context. A typical example is the maintenance of
a digital pheromone.
Laws. Laws represent application-specific constraints on the interactions of agents in the
environment. Laws can impose restrictions on agent perception, interaction, and communication. We discuss examples of different types of laws, below.
Perception. The Perception module provides the functionality for agents to perceive the
environment. When an agent senses the environment, the Perception module generates percepts according to the current state of the application environment and possibly data observed
from the deployment context. Agent perception is subject to perception laws. Perception laws
provide a means to constrain perception. For example, in an electronic institution, an agent
will only be able to monitor the scenes for which it has successfully been registered. Perception laws are also useful for dealing with technological issues, for example a designer can
introduce default limits for perception in order to restrain the amount of information that has
to be processed, or to limit an occupied bandwidth.
Observation & Data Processing. The Observation & Data Processing module provides the
Perception module with the required functionality to observe the deployment context. Data
obtained from the observation of elements in the deployment context are passed to the Perception module, possibly after some processing. The functionality to process resource data
is similar to the functionality discussed in the Synchronization & Data Processing module.
Interaction. The Interaction module deals with agents’ actions in the environment. The
Interaction module encapsulates an action model that describes how the various—concurrently executed—action commands are executed. An example of an action model is Ferber’s
influence-reaction model [23] that separates what an agent wants to perform from what
actually happens. Agents produce influences in the environment and subsequently the environment reacts to the influences resulting in a new state of the world. Agent actions can be
divided in two classes: actions that attempt to modify state of the application environment and
actions that attempt to modify elements of the deployment context. An example of the former
is an agent that drops a digital pheromone in the environment. An example of the latter is an
agent that writes data in an external database. Agent actions are subject to interaction laws.
In case several agents attempt to access an external resource simultaneously, an interaction
law may impose a policy on the access of that resource. In case an agent attempts to modify
the state of the application environment, the outcome of the action may be subject to a law.
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An example of the latter case is an agent that violates a norm in an electronic institution and
is sanctioned for that. Actions related to the deployment context are passed to the Translation module that converts the high-level actions of agents into low-level interactions in the
deployment context.
Communication. The Communication module collects messages and delivers them to the
appropriate agents. Similar to the Interaction module, the Communication module may regulate the messages exchanged between agents based on the current state of the application
environment and a set of laws. Communication laws can just regulate the message stream, or
they can impose application-specific regulations on exchanged messages. An example of this
latter are a set of laws that impose agents to follow the prescribed steps of a particular protocol. The Translation module converts the high-level message descriptions (in an Agent
Communication Language) into low-level communication primitives of the deployment
context.

3.3.2 Levels of support and the reference model
In Sect. 2.2, we have identified three levels of support that can be provided by the environment:
the basic level, the abstraction level, and the interaction-mediation level. The three levels and
the reference model provide two different views on the structure and basic functions of the
environment. Figure 5 shows how these two views are related to one another.
The vertical decomposition of the environment consists of two main parts, the application
environment and the deployment context.
The application environment is divided in two rows. The top row deals with the activities of
agents in the application environment (perception, communication, and action) and dynamics
in the application environment that happen independent of agents. This row also defines the
various laws that constrain the activity of agents in the environment. The functionality of the
top row corresponds to the abstraction and interaction-mediation level support provided by
the environment.

Fig. 5 Levels of support provided in the reference model of the environment
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The bottom row of the application environment deals with the interaction with the
deployment context. This row provides support for (1) the translation of high-level activity related to agents to low-level interactions related to the deployment context and vice
versa, and (2) the pre-processing of resource data to transfer it to a higher-level representation useful to agents. The bottom row enables the conversation between the abstraction level
of the top row and the basic level of the deployment context.
The deployment context provides support for monitoring and low-level interaction with
resources external to the multiagent system. Access to the deployment context corresponds
to the basic level support provided by the environment.
3.3.3 Discussion
Distribution. The application environment in the reference model (Fig. 4) abstracts from
distribution of the multiagent system. For a distributed application, the deployment context
consists of multiple processors deployed on different nodes that are connected through a
network. For such applications, the application environment typically has to be distributed
over the processors of the application nodes. For some applications, the same functionalities
of the application environment are deployed on each node. For other applications, specific
functionalities are deployed on different nodes (e.g., when different types of agents are
deployed on different nodes). Some functionalities provided by the application environment
may be limited to the local context (e.g., observation of the deployment context may be
limited to resources of the local deployment context); other functionalities may be integrated
(e.g., neighboring nodes may share state). Integration of functionality among nodes typically requires additional support. Such support may be provided by appropriate middleware.
Examples are support for message transfer in a distributed setting (e.g. [7]), support for a
distributed pheromone infrastructure (e.g., [11]), or support for mobility (e.g., [38]).
Crosscutting Concerns. It is important to notice that the reference model of the application
environment abstracts from various complex concerns such as security or monitoring. Such
concerns are very difficult to capture in one module and usually crosscut several parts of the
system functionality. Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) is a recently developed
software engineering discipline that aims to integrate crosscutting concerns in an application in a non-invasive manner. The issues with crosscutting concerns in multiagent systems
are hardly explored and are open research problems. An example of early research in this
direction is [29].
Human–Computer Interaction. The reference model of the application environment does
not explicitly handle human–computer interaction. Depending on the application domain,
the role of humans in multiagent systems can be very diverse. In some applications, humans
can play the role of agents and interact directly—or via some kind of intermediate wrapper—with the application environment. In other applications, humans can be part of the
deployment context with which the MAS application interacts. Industrial applications typically require system monitoring. Functionality for monitoring the application environment
can be integrated orthogonally into the application’s functionality by means of AOSD techniques.
3.3.4 Reference model, a basis for environment engineering
The reference model provides a common frame for researchers and developers to discuss
environmental issues. To build a MAS—and an environment, in particular—an appropriate
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software architecture must be defined. A software architecture defines the structures of the
system, which comprise architectural elements (software modules, processes, deployment
units, etc.) and the relationships among the elements [6]. A software architecture maps functionality to a system decomposition. The reference model provides an abstract functional
decomposition of the environment that can help software architects to build concrete software architectures for environments. Software architectures differ in the way this mapping
is applied, aiming to satisfy the specific systems requirements of the application at hand.
Experience from building concrete software architectures in an application area may yield
reusable architectural approaches, such as architectural patterns [69] or a reference architecture. A reference architecture maps the functional decomposition of the reference model to an
abstract software architecture for a family of applications and provides a blueprint to design
concrete software architectures for applications of that family. One example of a reference
architectures for MAS are PROSA [75, 76] that is tailored to the domain of manufacturing
control. Another example is the reference architecture for situated MAS presented in Weyns
and Holvoet [82] that has proven to be valuable for distributed applications operating in
highly dynamic operating circumstances and where global control is hard to achieve. This
latter reference architecture was applied in the automated logistic transportation system we
discuss in the next section.

4 Exploiting the environment in a real world application
In this section, we illustrate how the environment is successfully exploited as a design abstraction in a real world application. This application is an automated transportation system for
warehouse logistics that has been developed in a joint R&D project between the DistriNet
research group and Egemin, a manufacturer of automating logistics services in warehouses
and manufactories [20, 87]. The transportation system uses automatic guided vehicles (AGVs)
to transport loads through a warehouse. Typical applications include distributing incoming
goods to various branches, and distributing manufactured products to storage locations. AGVs
are battery-powered vehicles that can move through a warehouse. AGVs use a navigation
system to follow predefined paths on the factory floor. The low-level control of the AGVs in
terms of sensors and actuators such as staying on track on a path, turning, and determining
the current position is handled by the AGV control software.
4.1 Multiagent system for the AGV transportation system
Figure 6 shows a high-level model of the application. The MAS of the transportation system
consists of two kinds of agents: transport agents and AGV agents. Transport agents represent
transports that need to be handled by an AGV and are located at transport bases, i.e., stationary computer systems. AGV agents are responsible for executing transports and are located
in mobile vehicles that are situated on the factory floor. The communication infrastructure
provides a wireless network that enables AGV agents at vehicles to communicate with each
other and with transport agents on transport bases.
AGVs are situated in a physical environment, however this environment is very constrained: AGVs cannot manipulate the environment, except by picking and dropping loads.
This restricts how AGV agents can exploit their environment. Therefore, a virtual environment was introduced for agents to inhabit. This virtual environment provides an interactionmediation level that agents can use as a medium to exchange information and coordinate
their behavior. In addition, the virtual environment provides a suitable abstraction level that
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Fig. 6 A virtual environment as a design abstraction in an AGV transportation system

shields the AGV agents from low-level issues, such as the physical control of the AGV. The
AGV control software that deals with the low-level control of the AGVs is fully reusable. As
such, the AGV agents control the movement and actions of AGVs on a fairly high level.
In the AGV application, the only physical infrastructure available to the AGVs is a wireless
network for communication. In other words, the virtual environment is necessarily distributed
over the AGVs and transport bases. In effect, each AGV and each transport base maintains
a local virtual environment, which is a local manifestation of the virtual environment. Local
virtual environments are merged with other local virtual environments opportunistically, as
the need arises. In other words, the virtual environment as a software entity does not exist;
rather, there are as many local virtual environments as there are AGVs and transport bases.
Some of these local virtual environments may have been synchronized recently with each
other, while others may not. From the agent perspective, the virtual environment appears
as one entity. The synchronization of the state of neighboring local virtual environments is
supported by the ObjectPlaces middleware [66, 67].
4.2 Perception, action, and communication in the AGV local virtual environment
We now zoom in on the local virtual environment of the AGVs. Figure 7 depicts a high-level
module view of the software architecture of the AGV local virtual environment.
The module view of the local virtual environment maps fairly well with the functional
decomposition of the reference model discussed in the previous section. The local virtual
environment offers perception, action, and communication capabilities to the AGV agents
that are dealt with by the perception, action, and communication managers, respectively.
The perception manager only interacts with the state repository; the Observation module in
the reference model is absent in the AGV application. The functionality of the Translation
module in the reference model is integrated in both the communication manager and action
manager. Furthermore, the Laws in the reference model are not explicitly modeled in the
virtual environment but are integrated in the functionality provided by different modules.
Perception in the virtual environment is handled by the perception manager. The perception manager’s task is straightforward: when the agent requests a percept (for example,
the current positions of neighboring AGVs), the perception manager queries the necessary
information from the state repository of the local virtual environment and returns the percept
to the agent. Actions are handled by the action handler. One kind of action concerns the
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Fig. 7 High-level view of the software architecture of the AGV local virtual environment

physical actions of the AGV, for example moving over some distance or picking up a load.
These actions are handled fairly easily by passing them on to the AGV control software. The
action manager translates agent actions to low-level AGV control instructions. Other kinds of
actions do not actually have an effect on the behavior of the AGV, but manipulate the state of
the virtual environment. Marking hulls is one example of this, which we describe in the following section. Communication is handled by the communication manager, enabling agents
to communicate directly with other agents through the environment. A typical example is an
AGV agent that informs a transport agent about the status of the transport. The communication manager translates the high-level messages to low-level communication instructions
that can be sent through the network (resolving agent names to IP numbers, etc.).
The synchronization module maintains consistency between the status of the AGV and
ObjectPlaces on the one hand and the state of the local virtual environment on the other. To
synchronize state among local virtual environments, the interaction between the synchronization module and the middleware is bidirectional. Finally, the maintenance processes are
responsible to maintain dynamics in the local virtual environment, such as evaporation of
pheromones or the maintenance of fields. We illustrate this in the next section.
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In summary, the local virtual environment offers high-level primitives to the AGV agent
to act in the environment, perceive the environment, and communicate with other agents.
The virtual environment provides an abstraction level that shields the agent from lower level
issues. An overview of the software architecture of the AGV application is described in
Weyns et al. [87], details of the software architecture of the environment are described in
Weyns et al. [86].
4.3 Mediated interaction through the virtual environment
We now illustrate how the virtual environment provides different functionalities at the interaction-mediation level to enable agents to coordinate their behavior.
Transport assignment. Due to the highly dynamic nature of transport creation, the assignment of transports to AGVs is complex. To cope with the continuously changing circumstances in the environment a field-based approach is used to assign transports to AGVs [80].
In this approach, transport agents emit local fields into the environment that attract idle AGVs.
To avoid multiple AGVs driving to the same transport, AGV agents emit repulsive fields.
AGV agents combine received fields and follow the gradient of the combined field that guide
the AGVs towards pick locations of transports. The AGV agents continuously reconsider
the situation of the environment and transport assignment is delayed until the load is finally
picked—which benefits the flexibility of the system.
Routing. For routing purposes, the virtual environment has a static layout of the paths
through the warehouse. This graph-like map corresponds to the layout used by low-level
AGV control software. To allow agents to find their way through the warehouse efficiently,
the virtual environment provides signs on the map that the agents use to find their way to
a given destination. These signs can be compared to traffic signs by the road that provide
directions to drivers. At each node in the map, a sign in the virtual environment represents the
cost to a given destination for each outgoing segment. The cost of the path is the sum of the
static costs of the segments in the path. The cost per segment is based on the average time it
takes for an AGV to drive over the segment. The agent perceives the signs in its environment
and uses them to determine which segment it will take next.
Traffic information. Besides the static routing cost associated with each segment, the cost
is also dependent on dynamic factors, such as congestion of a segment. To warn other agents
that certain paths are blocked or have a long waiting time, agents mark segments with a
dynamic cost on the traffic map in the virtual environment. Agents mark the traffic map by
dropping pheromones on the applicable segments. When AGVs come in each others neighborhood, the information of the traffic maps is exchanged (via the ObjectPlaces middleware)
and merged by the synchronization module to provide up-to-date information to the AGV
agents. Since pheromones evaporate over time (which is managed by a maintenance process),
outdated information automatically vanishes over time. AGV agents take the information on
the traffic map into account when they decide how to drive through the warehouse.
Collision avoidance. AGV agents avoid collisions by coordinating with other agents
through the virtual environment. AGV agents mark the path they are going to drive in their
environment using hulls. The hull of an AGV is the physical area the AGV occupies. A series
of hulls then describes the physical area an AGV occupies along a certain path. If the area is
not marked by other hulls (the AGV’s own hulls do not intersect with others), the AGV can
move along and actually drive over the reserved path. In case of a conflict, the priorities of
the transported loads and the vehicles determine which AGV can move on. Afterwards, the
AGV removes the markings in the virtual environment. Weyns et al. [86] discuss collision
avoidance through the virtual environment in detail.
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5 Conclusions
A study of the environment’s role in MAS have taught us that the environment is an implicit part of MAS that is often dealt with in an ad hoc manner. This leads to poor engineering practice and hinders engineers to exploit the full potential of the environment in
MAS.
In this paper, we put forward the environment as an explicit part of MAS. Furthermore,
we defined environment as a first-class abstraction in MAS that has a dual role. First, the
environment is an essential part of every MAS. The environment is the part of the world with
which the agents interact, in which the effects of the agents will be observed and evaluated.
It is the glue that connects agents into a working system. Second, the environment provides
a design space that can be exploited by the designer. Distinguishing between agent and environment responsibilities supports separation of concerns in MAS, and helps to manage the
enormous difficulties involved in engineering complex real-world MAS applications.
We have identified three levels of support that can be provided by the environment: (1)
direct access to the deployment context, (2) an abstraction level that shields agents from the
low-level details of deployment, and (3) mediated interaction between agents.
Important responsibilities of the environment include: (1) the environment provides structure for the MAS as a whole; (2) the environment embeds resources and services; (3) the
environment can be responsible for maintaining dynamics in the system that happen independent of agents; (4) contrary to agents, the environment is observable; (5) the environment
is locally accessible to agents; and finally (6) the environment can define different types of
rules on all the entities in the MAS.
We presented a reference model for the environment in MAS. This reference model
provides a common frame to discuss environmental issues. The reference model can also
serve as a basis for environment engineering. In particular, the reference model provides a
functional decomposition of the environment that can help software architects when building
concrete software architectures for environments.
Finally, we showed how the environment is exploited in a real world application. The
virtual environment in this application serves as a flexible coordination medium, which hides
much of the complexity of the system (distribution, mobility, etc.) from the agents: agents
coordinate by putting marks in the environment, and observing marks from other agents. The
virtual environment creates opportunities beyond a physical environment that the agents can
exploit.
Many issues are open for future research on environments in MAS. Weyns et al. [85]
give an extensive overview of challenges in the domain. One major challenge for future
research is environment engineering. A key step in environment engineering will be to define a suitable software architecture for the environment. Providing the environment with
an appropriate level of support to agents, dealing with environment responsibilities explicitly, and mapping core functionalities of the environment to architectural elements will be
crucial aspects for architectural design of environments. An important challenge for research on environments will be the development of architectural approaches for the design of
environments, such as architectural patterns and reference architectures. Such architectural
approaches embody knowledge and experiences acquired from building concrete software
architectures in specific application domains and can provide a solid basis for large-scale
reuse.
The environment offers opportunities for all types of agency, and as such provides a
challenging area for synergetic research in the interest of MAS in general. Considering the
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environment as a first-class abstraction in MAS opens up new horizons for research and
development in MAS.
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